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                              Birds Need You                          

                              Build a Bright Future for Birds and the Planet


                      We can achieve new levels of impact for birds, people, and the planet thanks to support from caring people like you

                                
              DonateJoin Our Action Network
            

                    
  Ruby-throated Hummingbird. Photo: Catherine Mullhaupt/Audubon Photography Awards
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              Conservation action through birds

                    
          Birds are telling us—in their behavior, in their dwindling numbers, in their silence—that we must take action now, and that we must take action where birds need us most, from the Arctic to Chile and everywhere in between.


 


It’s time to rise to the occasion.


        

          

          
                                  
              
                
                  

                

                
                  We follow the science

                  Our science shows where birds go and what they need when they get there. We're prepared to heed that call.

                

              
            

                                              
              
                
                  

                

                
                  We pair advocacy and diplomacy to influence decision makers

                  Audubon pairs diplomacy with advocacy to achieve conservation outcomes.

                

              
            

                                              
              
                
                  

                

                
                  We inspire an expansive Audubon flock

                  Our chapters and centers are hubs that connect individuals and communities to Audubon and to action. 

                

              
            

                                              
              
                
                  

                

                
                  And, of course, we have birds

                  Birds delight and connect people across cultural, generational, and geographic boundaries. They inspire us to be better. And for 118 years, birds have been the heart and soul of Audubon. 

                

              
            

                                                  

                
        How You Can Help
      

      

  
  
    
      Common Raven. Photo: Vicki Jauron/Audubon Photography Awards
    

  



  
      
              New in the Bird World
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      Earth Day Community Habitat Restoration event at Audubon's Debs Park, California. Photo: Harrison Hill
    

  


  

  
    
            Ways That You Can Get Involved this Earth Day

              
          Climate change is affecting birds and the places they need to survive, but there are actions you can take to help birds and help the planet. Check out the many ways to get involved and make a difference this Earth Day.
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    Bobolink

    Blackbirds and Orioles

    
      
        Play Bobolink song #2 sound
      
      
    

  




      

      

            
        More Bird News
      

      
  

  
    
        
                  Read more about some of Audubon's recent accomplishments

              
      
    

  


                        
                          
                
                
              

                        
              


      Building Anew Along the Shores of San Diego County
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                Building Anew Along the Shores of San Diego County
              

              Local chapters, universities, Indigenous groups, and Audubon California collaborate to revitalize a shoreline that has long been left to the depredations of industrial action.

          

      
              Coasts and Oceans
          

  


      Birds of Colombia Face Threats from Widespread Wildfires
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                Birds of Colombia Face Threats from Widespread Wildfires
              

              Recent wildfires in Colombia left a significant impact on vulnerable ecosystems like páramos. But what effect do they have on endangered bird species?

          

  


      Partnerships Help the Lights Out Program Expand in North Carolina And Beyond
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                Partnerships Help the Lights Out Program Expand in North Carolina And Beyond
              

              Wake Audubon’s collaboration with Kane Realty builds on the national Lights Out movement. 

          

      
              News
          

  


      Replicating a Census from the Past to Protect Shorebirds of the Future
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                Replicating a Census from the Past to Protect Shorebirds of the Future
              

              Thirty years later surveying methods haven’t changed, but have the shorebirds we’re counting?

          

      
              Western Water News
          

  


      Audubon Determines Method for Choosing the Best Places for Bird Conservation Efforts 
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                Audubon Determines Method for Choosing the Best Places for Bird Conservation Efforts 
              

              A new study proposes a conservation methodology that incorporates factors such as habitat type, migratory routes, and interest and capacity from local communities.

          

      
              Migratory Bird Initiative
          

  


      Congratulations GRAMMY Award WINNER For The Birds: The Birdsong Project
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                Congratulations GRAMMY Award WINNER For The Birds: The Birdsong Project
              

              This birdy boxed set wins a GRAMMY Award for Best Boxed or Special Limited Edition Package
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      How Bird Safe Philly is Making the City Safer for Migrating Birds
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                How Bird Safe Philly is Making the City Safer for Migrating Birds
              

              The new bird-friendly window treatment at Sister Cities Cafe marks the group’s latest accomplishment.
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      This New App Looks to the Birds to Bolster Southeast Alaska’s Economy
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                This New App Looks to the Birds to Bolster Southeast Alaska’s Economy
              

              A birding trail developed by Audubon Alaska and partners seeks to shift the region away from reliance on extractive industries.
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      Migratory Birds and Capital Return
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                Migratory Birds and Capital Return
              

              The rapid rate of climate change and its impact on biodiversity is not being matched by timely actions. The Americas Flyway Initiative aims to close the gap.

          

      
              International
          

  


      50 Years of Project Puffin: An Oral History of an Incredibly Audacious Idea 
        
      
                  
              [image: An Atlantic Puffin stands on a rock with its wings outstretched, puffing out its chest and holding two fish in its large orange beak. Next to it is a worn looking painted wooden decoy puffin affixed to the rock.]
  

    

    
          
                50 Years of Project Puffin: An Oral History of an Incredibly Audacious Idea 
              

               In 1973 a young biologist hatched a plan to bring a charismatic seabird back to Maine. It was the start of a five-decade scientific adventure that would ultimately revolutionize seabird restoration.
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      Our Work Spans the Hemisphere

              Migratory birds face threats throughout their lives, and these threats are accelerating. We work in the places where birds, and people, need it most. Read more about who we are and the work that we do.

                    
          
            
                                                
                    Our Impact and How We Work
                  

                                          

          

        

            

          
        Read about Flight Plan
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Habitat Conservation
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Climate Solutions
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Driving Policy Outcomes
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Building Community
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Advancing Science
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Read More About Our Strategic Plan



                                  

                                          

                          
                

              

                      

                  

  

  

  


	
    
      
        Birds Need You Now

                  Generous people like you power our work to protect birds and the places they need.
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      Atlantic Puffin. Lorraine Minns/Audubon Photography Awards
Black-billed Cuckoo. Shayna Hartley/Audubon Photography Awards
Black Vulture. Melyssa St. Michael/Audubon Photography Awards
Common Nighthawk. Connor Charchuk/Audubon Photography Awards
Eared Grebe. Peter Knoot/Audubon Photography Awards
Bufflehead. Pam Polcyn/Audubon Photography Awards
Dovekie. Allan Hopkins/Flickr Creative Commons
Golden-winged Warbler. Arni Stinnissen/Audubon Photography Awards
Gray-headed Swamphen. Gaurika Wijeratne/Flickr (BY-NC-ND 2.0)
Common Grackle. Caroline Samson/Audubon Photography Awards
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      Aplomado Falcon. Felix Tam/Audubon Photography Awards
Blue Jay. Brian Kushner/Audubon Photography Awards
Acorn Woodpecker. George Scott/Audubon Photography Awards
Blue-Gray Gnatcatcher. Jesse Gordon/Audubon Photography Awards
American Flamingo. Ken Mirman/Audubon Photography Awards
Blue Jay. Brian Kushner/Audubon Photography Awards
American Coot. Mark Eden/Great Backyard Bird Count
Golden-fronted Woodpecker. Ellen Cox/Audubon Photography Awards
    

    
    Explore our catalogue of over 800 North American Birds
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          Discover Audubon Magazine 

          
                          For 125 years, Audubon has been a cornerstone of environmental journalism. Through quarterly print issues and digital editorial, the award-winning publication delivers essential news, advice, and reporting on birds and bird conservation, pairing compelling writing with vivid photography.


                      

          
            
                              Get the Magazine 

                            Read the issue

                              Magazine Home 
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            Saline Lakes Are Dying—Scientists Hope This Unusual Shorebird Can Help Save Them 

            An international team of researchers is conducting fieldwork from Canada to Argentina to help tell the story of the Wilson’s Phalarope, a species in peril whose essential habitats across the hemisphere are at risk from overuse and drought.

          

        

        

      

    

  


  
    

  
    
      
                        


      Saline Lakes Are Dying—Scientists Hope This Unusual Shorebird Can Help Save Them 
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                Saline Lakes Are Dying—Scientists Hope This Unusual Shorebird Can Help Save Them 
              

              An international team of researchers is conducting fieldwork from Canada to Argentina to help tell the story of the Wilson’s Phalarope, a species in peril whose essential habitats across the hemisphere are at risk from overuse and drought.
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                  More From Audubon Magazine

              
      
    

  


                        
                          
                
                
              

                        
              


      To Understand How Birds Soar, a Scientist Looks to Paragliders
        
      
                  
              [image: A fisheye view from above a paraglider, the earth looks remote but the sky is filled with gliders.]
  

    

    
          
                To Understand How Birds Soar, a Scientist Looks to Paragliders
              

              Like vultures, the aerial athletes rely on thermals to power their flight. But how do they find these invisible updrafts? 
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      7 Destinations For Viewing Spectacular Wildflower Blooms  
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                7 Destinations For Viewing Spectacular Wildflower Blooms  
              

              Catch the bonanza of color unfurling in mountain meadows, lush forests, and desert dunes across the United States—and see some birds, too.
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      As Spring Shifts Earlier, Many Migrating Birds Are Struggling to Keep Up
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                As Spring Shifts Earlier, Many Migrating Birds Are Struggling to Keep Up
              

              With the climate warming, leaves and blooms are popping out ahead of schedule. A wide-ranging new study shows why this trend is troubling for a variety of bird species.
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      A Total Solar Eclipse Is Coming. How Will Birds and Other Wildlife React?
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                A Total Solar Eclipse Is Coming. How Will Birds and Other Wildlife React?
              

              When the moon covers the sun, animals get weird. April’s eclipse gives scientists—and you—a chance to learn more about their responses. Here's how and where you can take part.
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      Audubon Near You

        Find your local Audubon to connect with the birds in your community

  			
      Sign up to connect locallyGet outside at an Audubon CenterConnect with your local chapterFind bird-friendly native plantsAttend an eventIdentify your local birds
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      Short-eared Owl. Photo: Jerry amEnde/Audubon Photography Awards
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        Join our mission
        Audubon protects birds and the places they need, today and tomorrow.

                Learn about our work
        
          
            Stay connected
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      Great Egret. Photo: Melissa Groo/Audubon Photography Awards
    

  


    

  






  
  




















































